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Abstract: 
My research program employs a systems neuroscience 
approach to investigate the computations, maturational 
constraints, and plasticity underlying auditory and 
speech categorization. Speech signals are 
multidimensional, acoustically variable, and temporally 
ephemeral. A signif icant computational challenge in 
speech perception, and more broadly in audition, is 
categorization ? the task of mapping continuous, 
multidimensional, and variable acoustic signals into 
discrete behavioral equivalence classes. Despite the 
complexity of this computational challenge, native 
speech perception is rapid and automatic. In contrast, 
learning novel speech categories is effor tful and is 
considered a challenging computational task for the 
mature brain.

In this presentation, I  aim to elucidate the mechanisms 
underlying how novel speech categories are acquired and 
represented in the mature brain. I  will discuss the 
neurobiology of two complementary auditory 
cor ticostr iatal streams involved in sound-to-rule and 
sound-to-reward mapping. Through a series of 
experiments using multimodal neuroimaging, 

behavioral, and computational modeling approaches, I  
will systematically test the DLS model. I  will demonstrate 
that: 

1. Neural representations of novel      speech categories 

can emerge in the superior temporal gyrus within a 

few hundred training tr ials of sound-to-category 

training.

2. Pre-attentive signal      reconstruction in the 

subcor tical auditory system is also subject to      

behaviorally-relevant experience-dependent plasticity.

3. The robustness of structural and  functional 

connectivity within the sound-to-reward cor ticostr iatal 

stream can predict learning outcomes.

Finally, I  will discuss ongoing experiments that leverage 
the neurobiology of the dual cor ticostr iatal streams to 
design optimal behavioral training and targeted 
neuromodulation interventions.
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